In this paper, we study the role of noisy feedback in compound Gaussian multiple access channels, where both the set of active users and their respective channels are unknown a priori. The system is modeled as a special form of two-way network, where transmitters and receivers can interact with each other to improve the overall communication efficiency, but the information flow is not bi-directional. We first characterize the compound channel capacity when there is no feedback in the system, which turns out to be simply an intersection of several capacity regions. Next, we analyze a polling, channel estimation and feedback protocol, which achieves a rate region to within log(K) bits/use of a K-user system with perfect feedback.
Introduction
This paper is inspired by two observations about practical wireless systems. First, deployed systems often have to be designed with significant lack of knowledge regarding their operating conditions. For example, the probability distribution governing channel inputoutput is often unknown a priori, and hence assuming exact distributional parameters is not feasible. Second, operational efficiency of wireless networks is less (often much less) than their physical layer spectral efficiency. A significant portion can be attributed to control overhead of training, feedback and general system management. We contend that the two facts are related, in that the control overhead is the price paid for lack of prior knowledge about the operating point of the system. To formalize the above thesis, we consider the commonly used topology of multi-point to point system, a.k.a, the multiple access channel. The lack of prior knowledge is modeled as a compound multiple access channel [1, 2] , where both the number of active users and their channel distributions are unknown a priori and are assumed to belong to a known set. Under these conditions, we first derive the capacity of the Gaussian compound multiple access channel when there is no feedback in the system. Without feedback, the system operates by assuming worst-case conditions and hence does not adjust to actual channel and network conditions. We next show, by a constructive protocol, that polling and channel estimation combined with feedback allows one to operate at the capacity of the actual network and channel conditions. We derive an achievable rate region which is equal to a system where all the network unknowns (i.e. the number of active users) and channel unknowns (channel gains) are known apriori to all the transmitters and the central receiver. Finally, we show that the system which uses feedback only for communicating unknown system parameter (i.e, the active user set and channel gains) operates within log(k) bits/use of a k-user system with perfect channel output feedback [3, 4] , where k ≤ K is the number of active users; in the worst case of k = K, the loss is log(K) bits/use. Thus, the biggest gains from feedback come from learning the unknowns in the system and the additional rate increase obtained from correlating the inputs are minimal (like often studied in multi-terminal networks [4] ).
Our analysis shows that asymptotically in block length, the control overhead (used in polling for active users, channel estimation and feedback) does not lead to loss in achievable throughputs. However, it has to be designed to contend with the worst channel and network conditions in the system. For example, when the number of active nodes is unknown, every node could be polled prior to actual data transmission. More importantly, the nodes have to send their state information assuming no knowledge about the channel conditions and hence code their poll for worst conditions. The same applies to other forms of signaling, like feedback about channel state, which is used to send information about the channel unknowns over unknown channels. Here again, the feedback is encoded assuming worst conditions over the feedback link. Thus, our results partially explain why often in practical systems (like IEEE 802.11), the control packets and packet headers are encoded for worst case channel conditions.
Two-node System

Benefit of Transmitter Information
A memoryless compound channel is described as a class of probability distributions indexed by a parameter θ ∈ Θ, W θ = W (y|x; θ) where the channel input is x ∈ X and channel output y ∈ Y; see Figure 1 . The channel parameter θ is assumed to be unknown but fixed for the whole duration of transmission. The capacity of compound DMC is well-established [2, 1, 5] . The two interesting cases arise when (a) θ is unknown to both transmitter and receiver, and (b) θ is known to the transmitter but not the receiver. The capacity in the two cases is summarized by the following theorem.
T R Figure 1 : Two node compound channel.
Theorem 1 ([5])
When neither the transmitter not the receiver know θ, the capacity is given by
where P(X ) is the set of all feasible distributions over the input alphabet X . The above formula is also true if θ is known to the receiver but not the transmitter. When the transmitter knows θ and the receiver does not, the capacity is given by
= inf
The above formula also holds if the receiver knows θ in addition to the transmitter.
Remark 1:
Note that the knowledge at receiver does not impact the results. This can be intuitively justified. Essentially each codeword of length n can use log(n) symbols at the beginning to train the receiver of the channel probability law. As n grows, this estimate can be made arbitrarily accurate while the loss in rate can be made arbitrarily small. Thus, the results are governed by the extent of lack of knowledge at the transmitter.
Remark 2:
The difference ΔC = C Θ −C Θ represents the gain from transmitter knowledge, or equivalently reducing the uncertainty at the transmitter. This difference can be very large or zero in some cases. For the case of DMC where the same input distribution achieves capacity for every member of the parameter set Θ, the difference ΔC is, in fact, zero. Three examples include compound BSC, compound Gaussian and compound Fading channels (with instantaneous channel state information at receiver only). While ΔC can be zero, it will be misleading to interpret it knowledge of θ at the transmitter is not relevant. Without transmitter knowledge of θ, one achieves C Θ for every θ since the transmitter is encoding for every possible channel in Θ. However, with the knowledge of θ, the transmitter can adapt its transmission rate and codes to achieve C θ , the maximum rate for the actual channel realization. Thus before the "switching on" the system, in both cases (with and without transmitter information), our estimates of the capacity may be identical (C Θ and C Θ ), but our aposteriori achievable rates (C θ versus C Θ ) can be vastly different. In short, transmitter information about the channel parameter allows one to achieve the highest possible rates for the actual instance of the channel. In the next subsection, we show that noisy channel estimates and noisy feedback are sufficient to achieve C θ much like the perfect information system.
Noisy Channel Knowledge Suffices
Consider the case where the receiver is allowed to send feedback to the transmitter, thereby making the system interactive. The forward channel is same as the one described above in Section 2.1. The reverse channel, as shown in Figure 2 , is described as another compound channel W f (y t |x r ; γ), where the input x r is the feedback signal transmitted by the data receiver (Node R in Figure 2 ) and the output y t is the signal received at data transmitter (Node T in Figure 2) ; the compound parameter γ ∈ Γ.
We adopt a simple three-round communication protocol. In the first round, the transmitter sends a predetermined training sequence x t of length N t symbols, which is used by the receiver to form an estimate θ r of θ. In the second round, the receiver encodes θ r using N f symbols and sends it to the transmitter over a noisy compound channel. The transmitter decodes the feedback as θ t and uses it to select R( θ t ) = C b θt − and a codebook C t ( θ t ). In the third round, the trans- mitter sends the codeword, using N symbols, based on above codebook selection, which is decoded by the receiver using its own estimate of rate R( θ r ) and codebook C r ( θ r ). Thus, the total time for the codeword is N t +N f +N symbols if the forward and feedback channels are half-duplex, else it is N t + N symbols, where N t and N f are purely control overhead.
The key issue is that the transmitter and receiver are mismatched in their estimate of θ with a finite probability. Below we prove that the probability of mismatch can be driven to zero, with asymptotically zero overhead, allowing the system to operate at rates arbitrarily close to C θ , the true capacity of the actual channel W (y|x; θ).
We assume that the parameter set Θ is finite and identifiable. That is, for θ i = θ j , W (y|x; θ i ) = W (y|x; θ j ). Identifiability also ensures that there exists at least one-input sequence x t which produces a different channel output sequence with probability one, asymptotically in N t .
Theorem 2 For a finite identifiable parameter set Θ and assuming that the compound capacities of the forward and feedback channels is non-zero, i.e, C Θ > 0
and C Γ > 0. Then the above three-round protocol can achieve a rate equal to C θ , where θ is the actual parameter.
Proof: By law of total probability, the probability of codeword error can be written as
The error probabilities can be bounded as follows. First, using the steps identical to the proof of Theorem 8.7.1 in [6] , we can conclude that
if the rate of channel code is R(θ)
where C θ is the capacity assuming full knowledge of θ at the transmitter and receiver. Similarly, the probability of estimating incorrectly at either the receiver or the transmitter can be bounded as follows
The probabilities of channel mismatch errors can be further bounded as follows. First the probability of making an error at the receiver, which is a |Θ|-ary hypothesis test. Using the results from Chapter 12 in [6] , we obtain
is the Chernoff information [6] between the two distributions. As is obvious from the above expression and also formally derived in [7] , the asymptotic error exponent is determined by the worst of all the Chernoff information,
Identifiability of the parameter set ensures that no two θ ∈ Θ produce the same channel distribution W (y|x, ·), and hence the minimum Chernoff information is non-zero. In essence, C min is equal to the minimum distance between codewords of a codebook, where the codebook is determined by a fixed input training sequence, indexed by θ and the channel output is y ∼ W (y|x t , θ). Thus, the roles of channel input x and channel parameter θ are reversed. 1 Note that the error exponent for the feedback channel E f depends on the "worst" channel.
Next, we bound Π( θ t = θ). For a finite set Θ, conveying θ r requires a code rate of
0, since Θ is finite. Thus the probability for feedback decays to zero as N f → 0 if R N f < C Γ , which only requires that the feedback channel capacity is non-zero, C Γ > 0. Thus, the overall probability of error decays as long three conditions in the hypothesis are met (finite and identifiable Θ with a feedback channel having a non-zero compound capacity). Finally, the length of training and feedback can be chosen such that the rate penalty of the overhead can be made vanishingly small. Since C Θ > 0, we can always choose an (N ) > 0 which ensures
Remark 3:
From the proof it is clear that neither identifiability and finiteness of the set Θ is required. Both assumptions can be easily replaced with a general bounded set and a discretization argument to ensure the same result. However, the key assumption is that the forward and feedback channels have a non-zero compound channel capacity. Thus, to ensure that for each θ, the forward link can achieve C θ , the reverse link capacity has to be non-zero.
Remark 4:
The practical implications of the above proof are two-fold. First, implementation of channel training and feedback is capacity-optimal for long coherence time channels; a system construct which is used in practical wireless systems. Second, the control overhead, like feedback, which conveys information about the system unknowns has to be coded for the worst case channel conditions; essentially, the error exponent for the feedback channel is governed by the worst case conditions. While feedback signaling is used to send information about channel unknowns, its transmission is performed without any knowledge of the channel unknowns themselves.
Gaussian Compound Multi-
ple Access Channel
Basic Channel Model
We label the data-bearing nodes as T i , i = 1, 2, . . . , K and the central receiver is labeled as R, as shown in Figure 3 . We first consider the following additive Gaussian noise channel,
with inputs x i and output y. The additive noise n ∼ N (0, 1). The channel gains belong to a set,
Each transmitter T i can transmit no more than P units of power, i.e., E(x 2 i ) ≤ P . While the maximum possible number of nodes K is known, the number and set of active nodes with data is a compound parameter k ∈ A = {0, 1, 2, . . . , K} and not known a priori. We will denote the set of active users as I ⊂ 2 A , where 2 A represents the power set of A. Thus, both the channel gains and number of 
Compound Capacity without Feedback
Theorem 3 The capacity region of the compound multiple access described in Section 3.1 is given by
where C θ is the capacity region for channel gains θ = (g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g K ).
Proof: For every θ ∈ Θ K g , the optimal input distribution is N (0, P ). Thus, the optimal input distribution is independent of the actual channel parameter θ. As a result, any point in the intersection is achievable. Furthermore, since k is unknown, each transmitter assumes the worst case, i.e, all nodes have data. That is why the intersection is only performed over the full dimensional parameter Θ K g . While every constituent region C θ is a pentagon, the intersection C Θ in (6) may not be a pentagon. Consider for example Θ g = {(g, g ), (g , g)}, where g = g . The region C Θ is shown in Figure 4 .
The example shown in Figure 4 clearly demonstrates that without knowledge of θ, the system can at best hope to operate the point A if it wants to allocate capacity fairly while maximizing sum rate. However, if only one user had data, then a single-user system can do better than point A in both channel conditions by being able to send at C g or C g . Without feedback, the system design assumes all nodes are always active. As shown in the next section that with feedback, adaptive coding is possible which alleviates the 4 ThA5.5 issue of wasted resource allocation to inactive nodes, while allowing the system to operate at the capacity region for specific θ.
Feedback in Multiple Access
More Detailed Channel Model
Our main model, described in this section, generalizes the model in Section 3.1 with two additional features.
First, we assume that all channels allow communication in both directions. In short, the channels are two-way. To distinguish between the usual definition of two-way channels [8] , our channels are two-way but the data is not. In [8] , both nodes on the two sides of the link have data for each other. In our formulation, nodes can interact with each other but do not necessarily have data for each other. The downlink model is given by
where y i is the signal received at node T i , x is signal sent by R and n i is the additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance at the receiver of node T i . Also, E(x 2 ) ≤ P R . We note that the broadcast (or downlink) channel is also a compound blockasynchronous channel, with a compound parameter set Γ = {(h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h K )} ⊆ R K + . Second, we assume that all nodes are half-duplex. That is nodes either transmit or receiver but not both simultaneously. This forces us to account for feedback resources too, thereby making the temporal resource usage of feedback system same as feedforward system of Section 3.
Protocol
There are three forms of uncertainties in the extended channel model described in Section 4.1. The protocol depicted in Figure 5 addresses all of them explicitly.
Polling
Feedback Data Channel training Figure 5 : The three phase protocol to prove the lower bound on achievable rates.
Unknown number of users: Each user is polled
to check if they have data to send or not using a time-orthogonal access. Since polling requiring conveying only one-bit and polling is timeorthogonal, the same two-codeword codebook is used by all transmitters. The polling is performed over the compound multiple access channel using a total of KN p symbols, and hence there is a finite probability that the estimated active user set I = I.
Unknown channel gains:
Each node will also send a training pulse of length N t in a time-orthogonal fashion, for a total resource consumption of KN t symbols. This allows the receiver R to estimate all the channels. Since this estimation occurs over a noisy channel, the channel estimate at R can be in error, i.e, θ = θ, θ ∈ Θ K g . Note that all users train their channel, even if they do not have data to send. In short, we estimating the all K uplink channels.
Feedback and data transmission:
After the polling and training phase, R sends a feedback signal encodingθ R = { I, θ} using N f symbols. Each transmitter T i forms its estimate θ i , which may be different from the R's estimate of the channel with a finite probability. Transmitters T i use θ i to decide on their encoding rates R i with pre-decided random Gaussian codebooks, where codewords are of length N symbols. The decoder at the receiver R chooses a decoder based on its own estimate θ R .
The number of individual Gaussian sequences needed in the above protocol is (a) two for reporting the user status during polling (each transmitter uses the same two sequences), (b) one training pulse, (c) feedback codebook of size |Θ| + 2 K and (d) i.i.d. data codebooks of size 2
NRi , where R i is pre-determined for each θ. All sequences (control and data codewords) are chosen randomly from Gaussian codebook with distributon N (0, P ).
The total codelength of the above scheme is KN p + KN t + N f + N , of which only the N symbols depend ThA5.5 on the actual data. Thus, KN p + KN t + N f is pure overhead, since it does not depend on any of the information bits and is simply to manage unknown parameters in the system.
Note that all interactions between nodes T i and R occur over a compound two-way channel, with different parameters in both directions. This represents actual system reality, where wireless channels are used for control and data, and are often different in uplink and downlink (like in FDD systems). The key thing to note is that the protocol explicitly implements feedback, which travels over noisy links and whose resources are fully accounted for. This treatment is in contrast to prior work on feedback, both in single or multiple access channels.
Finally, it is not surprising that all protocol phases are used in current wireless systems. In this work, our emphasis is on accurate modeling and analysis of their impact.
Achievable Rate
We prove the achievable rates for the above protocol, proposed in Section 4.2, under the following conditions on the compound parameter sets Θ and Γ. We assume that each channel gain g i takes values from the same finite set G such that min gi∈G g i = g min > 0. Thus, the capacity of each forward link T i → R is bounded away from zero. Furthermore, the downlink gains h i are also such that their minimum value h min is bounded away from zero, allowing a non-zero feedback link capacity. This implies that the downlink capacity region without feedback, C Γ , has an intercept of at least 1 2 log 1 + P |h min | 2 along each axis (additive noise at each node T i is assumed to have unit variance).
Theorem 4 If θ ∈ Θ is the compound parameter governing the uplink communication, the protocol described in Section 4.2 achieves the convex closure of the rate region described by the following inequalities
where function C(x) = 1 2 log(1 + x). Note that this capacity region is same as a synchronized system which has a priori knowledge of θ at both the transmitter and receiver.
Proof:
We proceed to bound the total error probability as follows.
where event p is the correct estimation of the active set I. We can bound Π(e|p, b) for the next phase of channel training as
where event t is the event where all the channels are estimated correctly. The next phase is feedback, where the errors will be bounded analogously,
where event f is when all nodes decode the feedback correctly. Finally, the probability Π(e|f, t, p) is the codeword error probability, assuming that all nodes {{T i }, R} have correct information about the compound parameter θ.
Probability of incorrect poll, Π(p): Each transmitter T i sends one bit of information to inform if it has a packet or not. The transmissions are performed in a TDMA fashion where the sequence of transmissions is pre-determined. Thus, the same two-codeword codebook, whose rate R Np = 1 Np → 0 as N p → ∞, can be used by every transmitter. Note that the compound parameter g i is not known to the transmitters. As a result, they have to assume the worst case condition g min for each forward channel. Since g min > 0, which implies that the compound channel capacity of each link T i → R is non-zero. Thus, the error probability decays exponentially as
Probability of incorrect training, Π(t|p):
The proof is identical to the proof in Theorem 2, applied K times over to arrive at
where D min is the error exponent as described in the proof of Theorem 2. We note that errors in channel estimation are independent of the polling errors. Thus, Π(t|p) = Π(t|p) = Π(t).
6
ThA5.5
Probability of incorrect feedback, Π(f |t, p):
Again, the proof follows the same argument as the proof of Theorem 2. As long as feedback channel capacity for each R → T i link C γi = C hmin > 0, the error in feedback decays exponentially as
which is true for a finite Θ K g .
Codeword error probability, Π(e|f, t, p): Finally, at the receiver, a joint typical set receiver is used. All transmitters base their code rate choice based on their feedback information, assuming it to be correct. Similarly, the receiver assumes that all its information is correct and uses a typical set decoder based on its own estimate θ r (=θ in this case). The error decays exponentially as N → ∞, /6 ) , the probability of making polling errors decays to zero exponentially fast. Similarly, we can show that feedback overhead goes to zero while consuming a rate no more than /6. Finally, since the training is trying to identify a θ in a finite set, again using the coding analogy, a rate of /6 suffices for ensuring decaying errors in training. Thus, all control overhead consumes no more than rate /2 for each transmitter.
Contrasting the two results, Theorems 3 and 4, it is clear that the gains from feedback can be quite large. Consider the example shown in Figure 4 with g = g . Then, the intersection region will be very small since the transmitters will have to assume the worst case of (a) both transmitters have data to send and (b) their channels are in worst condition with gains of . However with feedback, the system can achieve the best possible capacity for every θ.
In [3] , it was shown that perfect channel output feedback cannot increase the sum-rate of a kuser multiple access channels by more than 1 2 log(k + 1) bits/use.
That bound can be sharpened to 1 2 log(k) bits/use for memoryless channels [4] . Thus, the gain from attempting to mimic channel output feedback over a noisy channel is minimal, and no more than 1 2 log(K) even when all the users are simultaneously on.
Balancing Error Exponents
In this section, we discuss the interplay between the error exponents due to different error events in the system. Note that there are four major sources of errors: (a) polling errors, (b) channel training errors, (c) feedback error and (d) codeword error. In each case, the error probability decays exponentially fast as their respective block length increases, given in (9), (10), (11) and (12).
To understand their relation, let N o = N p +N t +N f represent the overhead symbols. Further assume that for each θ ∈ Θ K g , the rate tuple R θ = (R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R K ) is the desired point (note some of the rates can be zero for inactive users). Since some of the symbols are dedicated to the overhead symbols, the actual encoding rate during data phase has to be at higher rate R θ such that R θ = N No+N R θ . To ensure reliable communication, the rate R θ ∈ C θ , where C θ is the capacity region for all θ ∈ Θ K g . We note that the fraction f = N No+N has to be chosen independent of θ since the parameter θ is unknown a priori.
The fraction f = N No+N is the rate lost to overhead. Since f has to be chosen independent of θ, we have f ∈ max θ max S R θ (S) C θ (S) , 1 = (f worst , 1]. Using the above relationship, we can write the optimal error exponent of the proposed protocol as
ThA5 , which in turn depends on the worst-case capacity of the compound forward and reverse channels. In other words, the overhead is designed for the worst network conditions because it has to operate without the knowledge of the network.
Conclusions
Our results hint to the fact that the compound network model may be able to explain the role of many network protocols in actual systems. Our current emphasis in on characterizing the rate of convergence of the control overhead and models which capture timevariations at network scale.
